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INTRODUCTION3



The Linenhall Arts Centre has been running a Visual Art Programme

for Schools for many years. Primary school classes visit the Linenhall

Arts Centre in person, where they take part in a child centred

exploration of the exhibition in our gallery space, followed by a hands-

on visual art workshop in which they explore a particular element

relating to the exhibition in the gallery. 

This autumn we have not been able to deliver this programme in it's

usual format due to Covid-19 restrictions. We are really missing having

schools visit our gallery. 

Our current exhibition is Crown lakeen, and it is our annual exhibition

curated with young audiences in mind. We have been planning this

exhibition since long before anyone knew about Covid-19.

In the absence of you being able to attend our gallery, we put together

this resource pack, so that you can engage with the exhibition from

your classroom.

On the next page you will find a link to an online gallery featuring all the

images from the exhibition. You will also find a link to a video in which

artist Breda Mayock introduces the exhibition.

We've included some suggestions for activities to engage with the

exhibition and it's general subject matter. We're sure you'll have lots

more ideas yourself. The curriculum links for these activities range from

Visual Art (looking and responding, drawing, discussion using the

visual elements etc.) to the Primary Language Curriculm and SPHE.

We hope you find this useful and we really look forward to welcoming

you all back to our gallery when the time is right and it's safe to do so.

Keep up the good work - All at the Linenhall

Introduction
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Crown lakeen is an exhibition of photographs at the Linenhall Arts

Centre, Castlebar, that came from an idea by Castlebar artist

Breda Mayock. Breda is interested in hair, and in particular the

beautiful hair among women and girls in her local area who are from

the Traveller / Mincéir community. 

Breda was interested in finding out more about their hair. Over a

number of months Breda met with Traveller / Mincéir girls to

talk to them about their hair and to create images that celebrated their

beautiful hair. She worked with professional photographer Orla

Sloyan to create the photographs that make up this exhibition. 

Questions Breda was interested in during this project included: Why

this long luxurious flow in all its glory – plaits, rolls, ribbons, top knots

and curls? What do Traveller / Mincéir women and girls have to say

about their hair, its physical appearance, its traditions and its rituals?

What does their hair mean to them?

Crown lakeen

Watch: Crown lakeen 

A short film in which artist Breda Mayock

talks about the exhibition

https://vimeo.com/474762264 

View: Crown lakeen  Online Gallery

https://www.crowncloseup.ie/lakeen

(Click on the image, and then the arrows to the

right and left to scroll through the gallery)
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https://vimeo.com/474762264
https://vimeo.com/474762264
https://www.crowncloseup.ie/lakeen
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Discussion Ideas: 
Cant or Gammon is the Traveller/Minceir language and in this language

Lakeen means girl. Why do you think the exhibition is called Crown lakeen?

Find this image in the online gallery
and display on the classroom
whiteboard

Let's take a quiet moment together to look at this image. (Allow at least 30

seconds ). Let your eye move from the top of the image to the bottom, from

the left to the right.

What colours do we see? (When finished with colours, repeat with lines,

shapes, textures, patterns. You might like to write up a list on the board)

Now that we've described the various visual elements in this image, what is

going on in this picture? 

... follow with: What do you see that makes you say that?  

... follow with: What more can we find?

How would you describe the mood in this image?  ... again follow up the

answers with the question: What do you see that makes you say that?

Suggestions for leading the discussion

Discuss other images from the exhibition 

We suggest the following: 

(Click the 'open full screen' icon on the top left)

You might find it useful to paraphrase pupils answers, pointing to the referenced element/s in the

image, and drawing attention to links and differences between different pupils' ideas.

You can replace 'mood' with other words eg. composition, movement etc...



Activity 1:  Hair and Words
Creating a Hair Lexicon for the class: 

What words do we use to describe hair? How many can we find? 

 Ask the children for words and write these on the whiteboard in the class.

If it’s taking time to come up with words it may be useful to use prompts (see

emboldened words below)

Colour: Black, brown, brunette, blonde, grey, salt and pepper, red etc…

Length: short, long, bald etc…

Texture: coarse, thick, curly, straight, thin, fine, wavy etc…

Style: fade, cropped, bob, layered, bangs, fringe, spikes, braided, plaits, up-style,

bun, ponytails, pigtails  etc…

Condition: greasy, shiny, messy, knotty etc...

Hair tools: clips, ribbons, comb, brush, slide, hair dryer, hair straightener, etc…

Hair products: Shampoo, conditioner, gel, hair oil etc..

 

Individual Hair Lexicon:

When the class has made an inventory of words associated with hair each pupil

then writes down all the words that apply to their own hair. Gradually a whole

range of different word groupings emerge reflecting the diversity of hair types in

the class.

Pair and Share: 

Hair can reflect our uniqueness as individuals. It can also reflect what we have in

common with one another. Children work in pairs and make a list of the hair

words they have in common, and the words that are different. Some pairs will

have lots in common, others won’t.  Then each pair thinks about the whole class;

is there a hair word that would apply to everyone in the class? (It might simply

be hair!).
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Activity 2: Hair/Words/Picture

Each child takes an A4 page in portrait orientation. They imagine placing

one hair from their head on the page. 

1. Draw that hair using a pencil line. If the child’s hair is long they draw a line

the full length of the page, if short then half the page. If they’ve wavy hair this

will be a wavy line, and if straight then the line will be straight and so on.

 

2. Using a colouring pencil or marker that is closest in colour to your hair

write your first name at the beginning of this line, and then choose some of

your hair words and write them along this line. If you need to repeat some

words from your hair words, then choose your favourite ones.

3. Using a scissors carefully cut out your line. All of the lines are then

gathered to form a head of hair for the class by sticking them onto an A3

page.

4. Discuss as a class: What name should we give this hairstyle. When agreed

write the name of the style where the face would normally be.
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… and sometimes the way a person wears their hair reflects their cultural

background. For example there are different traditions relating to hair styles

and hair care all over the world. In many African cultures there are traditions of

braiding, and with migration these hair traditions have travelled throughout

the world. In Ireland among the Traveller / Mincéir community there are

specific practices and traditions around hair. Many Traveller / Mincéir women

wear their hair long and have a lot of pride in it.

Activity 3: Hair as a form of
individual & cultural expression
People sometimes use their hair to express themselves...

For many travellers our hair brings self-love and pride. It is considered our most
precious item. ... It is our crowning glory. Rosaleen McDonagh, Traveller, Writer
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Paul Pogba image: https://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2016/06/10/paul-pogba-every-mad-hairstyle-the-france-star-has-

ever-had/paul-pogba-leopard-hair/

Mohawk image: https://menhairstylesworld.com/punk-hairstyles-for-guys/

Braids image: https://www.omenkagallery.com/project/okhai-ojeikere-and-gary-stephens-network-and-voids/okhai-

ojeikere-hd-0330-suki-oni-didi-1973-photographic-print-on-archival-paper/

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2016/06/10/paul-pogba-every-mad-hairstyle-the-france-star-has-ever-had/paul-pogba-leopard-hair/
https://menhairstylesworld.com/punk-hairstyles-for-guys/
https://www.omenkagallery.com/project/okhai-ojeikere-and-gary-stephens-network-and-voids/okhai-ojeikere-hd-0330-suki-oni-didi-1973-photographic-print-on-archival-paper/


Activity 3: Discussion
What might Manchester United footballer Paul Pogba be trying to express

through his leopard skin hair style? (a Google Images search 'Paul Pogba

leopard hair' will bring up images)

Why do we pay lots of attention to our hair for important occasions –

communions, parties, celebrations?

How does having our hair styled nicely make us feel?

How might looking after our hair help us express our sense of who we

are?
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Design your feel-good hairstyle

Mixed Media:  (focus on the texture)

A4 card - draw an outline of a head on the page, or use the template on p.12

A variety of wools/thick threads 

PVA glue and a brush to paint it  where the hair should go

Select the wool/threads you want to use. Do you want thick textured threads or thin smooth

threads? Cut them to the appropriate length for the size of the head on your page. Draw a

faint outline of the shape of the hairstyle. Paint a coat of pva glue in the shape. Arrange and

apply the threads to the glued area

Draw:  (focus on the lines in the hair)

A4 page - draw an outline of a head on the page, or use the template on p.12

Drawing tools: pencils, colouring pencils, markers.

Before you start, experiment with making lines to represent your hair. Will they be long, short,

wavy, straight? Are they going to be dark marks or light marks? Will they cross over one

another?  Are you going to go for all sorts of colours that it might be hard to try out in reality

on your own hair?

Collage: (focus on the overall shape of the style)

A4 card - draw an outline of a head on the page, or use the template on p.12

A variety of coloured paper and a scissors

PVA glue, and a brush to apply.

Sometimes in comics hair is represented as shapes, rather than lines. For example click here

to see this comic about Kathleen Lynn by Mayo artist Maeve Clancy. Think about the shape

or shapes in your feel-good hair style, cut them out and stick them down.

https://www.omenkagallery.com/project/okhai-ojeikere-and-gary-stephens-network-and-voids/okhai-ojeikere-hd-0330-suki-oni-didi-1973-photographic-print-on-archival-paper/
https://issuu.com/maeveclancy/docs/klynn_webcomic_singles


Activity 4: A Dialogue Poem
If you could talk to your hair what would you say? And what would

your hair say back to you?

Write a Dialogue Poem – a back and forth between you and your hair:

"Oh hair what should we do today?"

"Run in the wind and jump up and down."

"And then maybe go into town?"

etc.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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Activity 5: Storytime
Watch  this reading of The Hair Book by Graham Tether

https://youtu.be/_QvV2yAY94g

 

What is great about your hair? Name two things:

1.

2.

Design a hairstyle:

You will need:

A4 page - draw an outline of a head on the page, or use the template on p.12

Drawing tools: pencils, colouring pencils, markers

Before you start, experiment with making lines to represent your hair. Will

they be long, short, wavy, straight? Are they going to be dark marks or light

marks? Will they cross over one another?  Are you going to go for all sorts of

colours that it might be hard to try out in reality on your own hair?
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Crown lakeen was made possible through support from Austin Vaughan, Mayo

County Librarian; Ann Marie McGing, Mayo Arts Officer; Edith Geraghty, Coordinator

Mayo Traveller Support Group; Mary Jackson, TACU Family Resource Centre and

funding from Creative Ireland Mayo and the Healthy Ireland Fund.


